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Aim, questions and ethics 
Aim: 
• to explore nutrition information accessed and used by 

people with type 2 diabetes and their partners/carers. 

Research question: 
• What nutrition information are people with type 2 

diabetes and their partners/carers using and how is the 
nutrition information acquired actively or passively?

Ethics:
• Approval from the University of Hertfordshire 



Research Design  

• Mixed methods qualitative
• Diary/interview method
• Unstructured solicited diary for 4 weeks 
• Diary method was refined and developed
• Qualitative interview with annotated topic guide 
• Interviews transcribed verbatim and diaries typed up.   
• Analysis was thematic using NVIVO
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Explain diary/interview Mixed methods qualitativeUnstructured solicited diary to provide a snap shot of nutrition information and aide memoir for the interview , so each piece of data collection was equally valid Qualitative interview Topic guide based on the diaryExpansion and clarification of diary entriesRecorded and transcribed verbatimDiary was refined and developed piloting –developed paperworkdiscussion with UH Patients in Research Group (PIRg) local Diabetes UK support group eg how long to keep the diary for Analysis Thematic analysisConstant comparisonBetween diary and interviewBetween participantsExcel and NVIVO  Thematic analysis using a process of familiarisation, coding and themes, 



Participants 

• Twenty participants 
• nineteen people with type 2 diabetes (six men, 13 women) 
• one partner (one woman) who did not have diabetes 

• Age range of 52 to 84 years 
• Length of time since diagnosis range from 0.5 -

23 years
• Nineteen diaries and interviews 



The diary instructions 
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Presentation Notes
Elliott, from her work with parents health diaries comments that it is important to allow some flexibility as this enables diary data that the researcher may not have considered.  Pack containing hard backed note book, pens, pencil, rubber, glue stick, disposable camera  Instructions giving guidance but allowing flexibility (Elliott, 1997) 4 week period Twice weekly email      reminders



The diaries-completion
Average 20 days (range 5-85)

Detailed record               Analytical       Daily log   

..I got it from ‘Real Meal Revolution’ 
by Prof Tim Noakes USA  

iii notice how Sugars 14.8g is flagged at 16% RED
Salt 0.18g                        at 3%   GREEN
Fat 7.9g                           at 11% AMBER  

Beginning to feel guilty 
that I am not aware 
enough of my food intake 
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Presentation Notes
On average 11 (range 5-25) days were identified for review, with 16 additional questions (range 6-29). The main types of additional questions related to the usefulness of the information provided (40%).  A range of diaries – a reflective creative diary that included all experiences, completed throughout the day but usually completed at the end of the day as opposed to a note list of information accessed



The interviews

 

 

6.1.16  
The insert on the 6th Jan-
where did this come 
from?(source) 
 
The drawing of Grandma’s-is 
that your plate?(source) 
 
You chose the rice cakes on 
the basis of the label, what 
was it in the end that made 
you choose them? 
(usefulness)  

Example diary alongside annotated interview topic guide 

[the diabetes nurse] said ‘always 
look at the sugars’…the fat…that 
was alright as well.  
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Diaries were reviewed and the standard topic guide annotated to identify specific days for further clarification. Were held in venues that were most convenient-cafes were quite good, but I did meet with a number in their own homes 



Challenges
• Diary collection
• Interview time scale
• Diary analysis

• Ethical issues-handwriting, confidentiality  

PDF in NVIVO Section of diary Typed diary 

1 year being diagnosed Type 2 
Diabetic with diet and exercise 
to help maintain, control and 
reduce. 
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Challenges Trying to collect the diaries –one participant still maintains he has not finished yet  The time between diary collection and holding the interview –I wanted to be able to go though the interview and check, but often when I collected the diary there would be a great conversation about their experiences and holding it sometime 2 months later, life had moved on. the average was 7 weeks after diary collection, interview-range range 1-16 weeksThe diaries were scanned. I wanted to be able to select text in the pdf    Ethical issues –handwriting could identify people if you are showing it to a patient group? Inclusion of family names and place names meant that   



Participant experiences  
Participants found the diary process useful, were 
engaged in the process and found their own method of 
completion 
• I found I took more notice of the nutrition information 

around me. (Gary)
• I was surprised that you did not want me to write down 

everything I eat! (Ruth)
• I was relieved I did not have to write something down 

every day. (Victoria)
• I took my diary with me everywhere I went. (Theresa)
• I wrote my diary in the evening. (Christopher)
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Hand round diaries  and information leaflets   



Discussion

• Utility of the unstructured diary approach.
• The diary/interview process enabled further reflection 

by participants and exploration of the records made. 
• Future studies could include data collection on diary 

collection day.  
• Paying attention to the interview venue could have 

resulted in further discussion around information 
collected and used within the home. 

• The diary/interview approach could be more widely used 
in food related research 
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Participants were engaged in the process. The flexibility enabled   
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